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Figure 1: The visualization interface of high-order correlation graph (HOCG): (a) double overview+detail timeline selectors; (b)
visualization controller; (c) correlation graph view; (d) the anomaly time series of individual nodes (objects); (e) visual interpretation
of a selected point anomaly event; (f) the data value of the selected anomaly; (g) spatial detail view.

A BSTRACT
Detecting, analyzing and reasoning collective anomalies is important
for many real-life application domains such as facility monitoring,
software analysis and security. The main challenges include the
overwhelming number of low-risk events and their multifaceted
relationships which form the collective anomaly, the diversity in
various data and anomaly types, and the difficulty to incorporate
domain knowledge in the anomaly analysis process. In this paper, we propose a novel concept of high-order correlation graph
(HOCG). Compared with the previous correlation graph definition,
HOCG achieves better user interactivity, computational scalability,
and domain generality through synthesizing heterogeneous types of
nodes, attributes, and multifaceted relationships in a single graph.
We design elaborate visual metaphors, interaction models, and the
coordinated multiple view based interface to allow users to fully
unleash the visual analytics power over HOCG. We conduct case
studies in two real-life application domains, i.e., facility monitoring
and software analysis. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of
HOCG in the overview of point anomalies, detection of collective
anomalies, and reasoning process of root cause analysis.
Index Terms: correlation graph visualization, collective anomaly
1 I NTRODUCTION
Anomaly detection is a critical interdisciplinary research area [6]
that expands its applications in many strategic domains, such as
intrusion detection, fraud analysis, and software security. If not well
contained, the anomalous behavior often translates to hazardous, fatal actions, such as the compromise of machines for potential attacks,

or terrorist activities in real life. In this work, we consider one of the
most complicated anomaly types, namely collective anomaly. The
collective anomaly is identified as coordinated events on a group of
interrelated objects, which individually behaves normally, but their
co-occurrence is seen as highly anomalous. For example, in the
software analytics scenario, the stack-overflow and the call function
transfer itself can be just programming tricks or low-risk software
bugs. When these two events happen sequentially, the normal operation upgrades severely to a malicious attack of code injection
through the exploitation of software vulnerabilities. Another example is the denial of service (DoS) attack to web servers [2]. While a
single request to a server is legitimate, numerous connection requests
occurring simultaneously may indicate a collective anomaly.
The detection of collective anomaly is challenging, mainly because the anomalous behavior is not only revealed by each individual
event (known as point anomalies), but also depends heavily on the
relationship among these events. The combination of point anomalies with their relationship leads to an explosion of potential states
to examine for anomaly detection algorithms. To overcome this data
proliferation, most previous approaches for the collective anomaly
detection problem focus on a single type of data relationship, such
as sequential [5], spatial [12], and graph relationship [22]. For each
type of data, they reduce the data objects and their relationship into
a finite feature space, and apply point anomaly detection algorithms
to resolve. Therefore, these techniques are often limited to a single
type of data and problem.
On the other hand, visualizations have been widely developed
for the purpose of anomaly detection, such as the correlation graph
for agnostic anomaly detection in wireless sensor networks [20, 27],
spatiotemporal anomaly detection [30] and information diffusion
anomaly visualization over social media [33]. These visualization
approaches, either directly visualize the raw data set and do not scale
to big data, or are specially designed for certain domain and do not

generalize to the case of generic collective anomaly.
In this paper, we study the problem of designing a collective
anomaly detection technique that meets the following three objectives simultaneously. First, to adapt to the versatility of collective
anomalies, the technique should bring users in the loop to combine
the power of automatic computation and human analytics to detect
previously unknown collective anomalies. Second, the technique
should scale to support huge data volume and a variety of data types,
such as time series, sequential, and spatial data. Third, the technique should be generic to support the collective anomaly detection
job in different domains and be able to incorporate prior domain
knowledge in normal and abnormal data models.
Motivated by the above problem, we propose a novel concept of
high-order correlation graph (HOCG), which is defined at the multivariate event-level, beyond its lower-order ancestor over univariate
data variables [20]. Compared with existing collective anomaly
detection methods, HOCG enjoys several advantages. First, interactivity: HOCG is fully customizable by users and provides the
flexibility to analyze data objects and their relationship for unknown
collective anomaly. Second, scalability: through the introduction
of temporal and anomaly score filtering, and the object-centric abstraction, a large HOCG can be greatly reduced in the overview,
while allowing the access of spatial, temporal, and anomaly details
upon user interactions. Third, generality: the construction of HOCG
follows principled analytics framework that can be generalized to
different domains and data types, while incorporating the user’s
knowledge through domain-specific anomaly detection algorithms
and configurations. Our contributions can be summarized as below.
• We formally define HOCG in a domain and data type independent way. A principled yet flexible framework is proposed
to construct HOCG by integrating point anomaly detection,
multifaceted correlation analysis, and anomaly propagation
methods.
• We design a visual analytics system to overview the large
HOCG through visual abstractions. The system supports several interaction models to validate individual point anomalies,
visually detect collective anomaly, and finally conduct root
cause and dynamic analysis for containment actions.
• The proposed HOCG concept and the visual analytics system
are evaluated through two case studies in facility monitoring
and software analysis domains. The case study result and the
feedback from domain experts demonstrate the effectiveness
of the system in the visual reasoning of collective anomalies.
2 R ELATED W ORK
2.1 Anomaly Detection Algorithms
Anomaly detection has been extensively studied during the past
decades. For a thorough understanding of the literature, we refer
readers to the surveys [2,3,6,26,32]. Many types of approaches have
been proposed, including classification based techniques [7], nearest
neighbor based techniques [4], clustering based techniques [8], statistics based techniques [9], and information theoretic techniques [18].
Closely related works to our approach are the anomaly detection methods in sensor networks which also depend on the graph
structure. These approaches can be classified into prior-knowledge
based approaches [19, 24] and prior-free approaches [14, 21, 23].
The prior-knowledge based approaches require assumptions or experience to provide a normal profile. For example, Liu et al. [19]
assumed that the Mahalanobis squared distance between networking
attributes was subject to the chi-squared distribution. In contrast,
the prior-knowledge free approaches usually produce a normal profile through a training procedure. For example, Khanna et al. [14]
applied a genetic algorithm to measure the fitness of nodes.
In comparison, our point anomaly detection method adopts a
hybrid strategy: it can take normal profiles for a higher accuracy,
and it can also be prior-knowledge free when normal profiles are

unavailable. Meanwhile, our collective anomaly method relies on
the human intervention through visual analysis and does not fall into
the algorithm-centric categories.
2.2

Visual Analytics for Anomaly Detection

Developing visual analytic approaches for anomaly detection has
gained increasing attention in the visualization community. Many
systems are developed for the anomalies in a variety of applications.
Fischer et al. [10] visualized attacks on the large-scale network by
mapping the monitored network as a treemap and the attacking host
as an isolated node. They did not provide mechanism to identify
anomalous events but relied on an additional intrusion detection
system. Teoh et al. [29] applied a statistical model to detect anomalies in the Border Gateway Protocol. The anomaly score of each
event is visualized by line graphs and a series of circles indicating
the time and signatures of the event. Liao et al. [16] developed
GPSva, a visual analytic system to study anomalies in GPS streaming traces. The anomalies are detected using conditional random
field and visualized on a map. Shi et al. [27] proposed multiple
designs to visualize and analyze anomalies in sensor networks to
allow different aspects of data to be investigated. The temporal
expansion model graph displays the network as a directed tree; the
correlation graph visualizes the correlations among attributes; and
the dimension projection graph maps the sensor nodes to a scatterplot. Liao et al. [15] further extended this work to consider the
membership changes of node communities, so that anomaly detection is less sensitive to the activity of each individual node. Thom et
al. [30] detected and visualized spatiotemporal anomalies based on
geo-located twitter messages. A cluster analysis approach is used
to distinguish global and local messages. The aggregated messages
are then visualized as term clouds on a geographic map. Zhao et
al. [33] developed #FluxFlow to visually analyze anomalies in the
information diffusion over social media. The anomalous retweeting
threads are detected using one-class conditional random fields model.
The users involved in the anomalous threads are visualized as circles
inside a streamgraph. Coordinated multiple views are designed to
allow anomaly detection in both overview and details.
Among these literature, the correlation graph proposed in Ref.
[27] is the closest to ours. However, the correlation graph only considers one sensor and one type of relationship, while our approach
scales to analyze the interactions among multiple types of nodes
and their multifaceted relationship by visually synthesizing all these
information in a single high-order correlation graph. Therefore, our
method is more suitable to analyze the collective anomaly.
3

P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION AND R EQUIREMENTS A NALYSIS

Our goal is to develop a visual analytic system that could help
detect, analyze, and reason about collective anomalies on a group of
interrelated objects from their observed behaviors. In this section, we
will start from formally defining the problem to be addressed and the
corresponding challenges, and then provide a detailed requirement
analysis of solving these problems in a typical application domain.
3.1

Problem Description

We consider a group of objects (e.g., sensors, persons, computer
programs, etc.), whose behaviors are captured by a set of event
data (e.g., measured values from sensors, movement of persons,
execution of programs, etc.), and the objects are interrelated by
multifaceted relationships (e.g., sensors’ spatial/temporal/behavior
closeness, persons’ role similarity, etc.).
Here the single event on an object is formatted as the 4-tuple:
{object, space, time, measured value} (see formal notations in Section 4.1). Normally, the amount of the event data is huge as the target
objects are often measured on a real-time, continuous basis. This
provides the possibility to detect abnormal events, i.e., which object
behaves anomalously and when and how by comparing the extracted
suspicious behaviors with the large amount of normal behavior of
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Figure 2: The workflow of our framework for analysis of collective anomalies.

this and other objects. Two levels of anomalies are considered: the
traditional point anomalies defined by the abnormal events on a
single object, and the advanced type of collective anomalies by synthesizing the point anomalies on multiple interrelated objects. In this
work, we focus on the analysis of collective anomalies, for which the
event on a single object may not be highly anomalous by itself, but
several coordinated events occurring together on distributed objects
can raise the anomaly level and become noteworthy.
To visually detect, analyze, and reason about collective anomalies,
the following problems should be addressed.
P1. Rate individual anomalous events. Instead of classifying
each event as a point anomaly or not, for our problem there should
be an anomaly score calculated on each event to indicate how anomalous it is. The anomaly score serves two purposes: first, it allows to
identify the moderately anomalous events as well, in order to detect
the collective anomalies. Second, it provides a criterion for users to
rank and filter the anomalous events independent of the data type.
Users can integrate their domain knowledge to make decision on
whether an event is anomalous, and finally compose and identify
collective anomaly.
P2. Understand relationship among events. Given that the
collective anomaly is composed of multiple interrelated events, it
becomes critical to answer the question: are two events related to
each other? We should consider the measured value on events as
well as the underlying objects’ attributes and intrinsic relationships,
e.g., spatial, temporal, and categorical closeness of objects, and
whether two objects demonstrate frequent interactions in history.
This allows to correlate objects and events in different types.
P3. Identify and interpret collective anomalies. Knowing the
anomaly scores of individual events and their relationships, the next
problem will be how to identify collective anomalies and visually
interpret them. In this paper, we consider two types of collective
anomalies: a group of strongly interrelated events that are moderately
anomalous; and a group of events that show strong connections to
another highly anomalous event. The former type identifies the hidden collective anomalies that cannot be discovered by point anomaly
detection alone, while the latter type enables the root cause analysis
after the anomaly detection. A unified design should be proposed to
represent these two anomaly types simultaneously and also resolves
the scalability issue as the number of individual events is huge.
3.2

Requirement Analysis

We showcase the requirement for the visual analysis of collective
anomalies in the typical scenario of facility monitoring. The facility
monitoring considers two types of objects: sensors and employees.
There are multiple types of sensors, e.g., to monitor the status of
room heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The behavior of
each sensor is captured by their measured values. On the other hand,
the behavior of employees is captured by their movements (i.e., measured locations). Detecting suspicious coordinated activities from
the behavior data is one of the major tasks for facility monitoring.
This can be perfectly achieved by our visual analytics system for
collective anomalies. In details, facility monitoring users need to
complete the following tasks with our system:
R1. Overview. Two levels of overview should be obtained:
first, the overview of anomalous activities over time. For example,
when do sensors/employees exhibit suspicious behaviors? With

this overview, users can quickly narrow down to a specific time
window for exploration. Second, the overview of all point anomalies
within a selected time window. For example, which anomalies have
higher anomaly scores than the others and which anomalies last
longer? Users also need an overview of relationship among all
point anomalies as well. For example, which anomalies have more
connections to the others and which group of anomalies involve
more objects?
R2. Validation of point anomalies. Once the suspicious objects
and events are noticed in the overview, the system should allow users
to validate them by comparing with the normal behavior data. For
example, if a sensor reads an abnormal value, the system should
present all the other normal values, as well as their spatial and
temporal information. Users then can make the final judgment on
the anomaly by incorporating their domain knowledge with the
provided information.
R3. Exploration of connections among point anomalies. The
system should allow to discover the relationship among point anomalies. In details, given an anomalous object, what are the associated
anomalous events and all the other related objects; given an anomalous event, what are the related objects and events? For example,
when a sensor reads an abnormal value, the system should help to
reason the event, i.e., which equipment and/or person lead to this
anomaly. Examining the related events will help users to identify
the root cause and potential impact of anomalies. More importantly,
the interrelated point anomalies provide a visual hint for users to
identify the collective anomalies.
R4. Preserving collective anomalies during anomaly filtering.
The system should allow the anomalies to be zoomed and filtered.
While time and anomaly score can be used to filter point anomalies,
the relationships between events should also be considered to preserve the intactness of collective anomalies. Otherwise, the events
not highly anomalous may be filtered out. For example, when an
employee performs a deliberate harmful action, he is likely to disguise himself and behave normally. To identify these type of events,
the system should help to trace back from the detected anomalies
using the relationships among the events.
4 A NALYSIS F RAMEWORK FOR C OLLECTIVE A NOMALIES
4.1

Overview

We propose a novel concept of high-order correlation graph (HOCG)
to visually analyze collective anomalies. As shown in Figure 2, the
HOCG preserves the node-link graph structure. Compared with the
original correlation graph [27], HOCG is high-order in two aspects:
first, each node in HOCG is an event associated with multiple attributes beyond the single measured value in the correlation graph,
e.g., the space, time, object category information of the event, and
most importantly, its anomaly score; second, the relationship between two nodes (events) is high-order, since there are multifaceted
correlations derived between the two events, including their spatial, temporal, categorical, and historical correlations. The HOCG
concept is better illustrated in the formal notation.
As shown in Figure 2, the analysis framework by HOCG consists
of three stages: anomaly detection, relationship analysis, and visual
abstraction. In the first stage, the anomaly detection assigns each
event an anomaly score, as indicated by the fill color of the event
circles. The relationship analysis in the second stage discovers

Table 1: Notations used in this paper.
SYMBOL

DEFINITION

Φ =< o, s,t, v >
α(Φ) = A(v)
ρ(Φi , Φ j )
Φ(oi , T)
γ(oi , o j , T)

an event
the anomaly score of an event
the high-order correlation between two events
events related to an object oi in a time span T
the historical correlation between two objects oi and o j
in a historical period T
high-order correlation graph (HOCG)
dynamic HOCG in a time span T
augmented HOCG

H = (V, E)
H(T) = (V(T), E(T))
H+ = (V+ , E+ )

the multifaceted correlations among events and construct the raw
HOCG. A historical correlation graph is also generated to describe
the latent relationships among objects of the HOCG events. The
latent relationships allow us to identify the hidden and collective
anomalies through propagating the anomaly scores on the historical
correlation graph. Finally, the raw HOCG is abstracted over time
and in an object-centric way for efficient, compact visualization.
In general, HOCG provides a foundation to solve the problems
in Section 3.1 and fulfill the requirements in Section 3.2. First, it
synthesizes all event attributes and their multifaceted relationships in
a single graph, so that the relationships among different event types
can be understood (P2, R3), and the anomaly scores of individual
events can be evaluated (P1). Second, propagating the anomaly
scores on HOCG increases the anomaly scores of the hidden and
collective anomalies, allowing them to be discovered (P3, R3, and
R4). Third, the HOCG abstraction, together with the visualization
interface, supports the user discovery of collective anomalies over a
large number of heterogeneous events (R1 and R2).
Notations. The notations used throughout this paper are listed
in Table 1. Each event is a tuple Φ =< o, s,t, v >, recording its
four attributes: the associated object o (e.g., a sensor, a person,
or a program), spatial region s, time duration t, and a series of
measured values v in t. Each event is assigned an anomaly score
α(Φ) = A(v), determined by its behavior difference from other relevant events. The events with high anomaly scores, indicating that
they behave differently from others, are identified as the point anomalies. The relevance between two events Φi and Φ j is described by
their high-order correlation, which is the fusion of three types of
correlations: ρ(Φi , Φ j ) = F(ρS (si , s j ), ρT (ti ,t j ), ρC (oi , o j )), where
ρS (si , s j ), ρT (ti ,t j ), ρC (oi , o j ) are the spatial, temporal, and categorical correlations between the two events, respectively, and F is a
customizable fusing function. The fusing function allows different
aspects of correlation to be emphasized in the analysis. The fused
correlation reflects the relevance between the two events. In addition, to discover the latent relationships between two objects oi and
o j in a historical period T , we introduce the historical correlation
γ(oi , o j , T ).
The high-order correlations among all events are organized into
a HOCG, defined as H = (V, E), where each vertex is an event and
each edge is a high-order correlation between two events. To provide
a compact description of the anomalies and their relationships, a
dynamic HOCG H(T) = (V(T), E(T)) will be generated during
the exploration, where T is a users-specified time span to filter the
original HOCG H. Finally, to identify the hidden and collective
anomalies, we extend H to include events that are closely related to
the detected point anomalies. The augmented HOCG is denoted as
H+ = (V+ , E+ ).
4.2

Point Anomaly Detection

The point anomaly detection discovers the object’s suspicious behaviors on their own by analyzing their event data. In general, each
event is compared to the other related events belonging to the same
object category using a distance function, by which the anomaly
score is computed on the target event. In more detail, all the events
are classified into two event types according to the nature of object

categories: events with normal profiles and events without normal
profiles. For example, the operational sensor data on facility monitoring [1] are considered to be events with normal profiles, since the
range of regularly measured value (e.g., the power consumption of
air conditioners) can be identified by domain knowledge. In contrast,
the employee movement data are considered to be events without
normal profiles, as it is difficult to accurately predict the everyday
activity of all the employees. Based on these two event types, we
have designed separate anomaly detection methods.
Events with Normal Profiles. To identify anomalies in this type
of events, we utilize the knowledge from users to select a set of
sampled normal events {Φn1 , . . . , Φnm }. The anomaly scores of
other events are then derived from their relationships with these
normal events. Each sampled normal event Φni associates with
a Gaussian distribution N (Φni , σn2i ), and whether an event Φ j is
normal compared to Φni is given by the probability
d(Φ ,Φn )
1
− 2σj 2 i
e
p(Φ j |Φni , σn2i ) = √
,
(1)
2σ 2 π
where d(Φ j , Φni ) is the distance between events Φ j and Φni . Φni
denotes the expectation of this distribution, and indicates that an
event is more likely to be normal when its distance to Φni is smaller.
The variance σn2i is determined by the sparsity of normal events
around Φni , given by the average squared distance from Φni to its
k-nearest neighbors (kNNs). Intuitively, a higher density of normal
events around Φni leads to smaller variance and higher probability
of neighboring events being normal. On the other hand, a lower
density leads to larger variance, indicating less confidence in rating
neighbors as normal. In our experiments, we use a fairly large k
of 50 since the normal events usually have dense neighborhoods.
Finally, the anomaly score of an event Φ j is calculated by
1
(2)
1−
∑ p(Φ j |Φni , σn2i ),
k Φ ∈n(Φ
)
ni

j

where n(Φ j ) is the kNNs of Φ j in the sampled normal events.
The use of a set of sampled normal events can be considered as
an approximation of Gaussian mixture model describing multiple
patterns of normal events. Note that the distance definition may
vary for different kinds of data. For example, each sensor event
Φi =< oi , si ,ti , vi > is associated with a series of measured scalar
values vi from the sensor oi . The distance between two sensor events
is defined as the Euclidean distance between the two series of scalar
values.
Events without Normal Profiles. For some object categories, it
is difficult to identify normal events using domain knowledge. In
this case, we first identify an average event for each object category,
and then compute the anomaly score of an event as its distance
to the average event. For example, each movement event Φi =<
oi , si ,ti , vi > records the movement vi of an employee oi in a day
ti . We compute a histogram of the movement event Φi where each
bin is the total time that the employee oi stays in a zone. The
movement event Φi is compared to two average events: first, an
average event defined as the average histogram of all employees
in the same department (category) on the same day; second, an
average event defined as the average histograms of this employee oi
in all days. The difference between two histograms is measured by
Jensen-Shannon divergence [17].
4.3

Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis determines the relevance between individual
events, which is crucial to identify the collective and hidden anomalies from point anomalies on interrelated objects. Specially, the
correlation between the 4-tuple event data is multifaceted in that
both the attributes of space, time, object category and the object in
history can be related with each other. We describe each of these
correlations below. Finally, these multifaceted correlations are fused
together to form the high-order relationship in HOCG.

Spatial Correlation between Events. Spatial correlation evaluates the location closeness of two events. We rely on domain
knowledge to build a hierarchy of spatial regions and determine the
spatial correlation based on the probability of two events occurring in
the same region. For example, consider the facility monitoring data
in a three-floor building, where each floor is partitioned into multiple
zones and each zone contains multiple rooms. We use ρS = 1 for two
events occurring in the same room, ρS = proom /pzone for two in the
same zone, ρS = proom /pfloor for two on the same floor, and ρS = 0
for events that do not share regions at any level, where proom , pzone ,
and pfloor are the probabilities of two events being in the same rooms,
the same zones, and the same floors, respectively. An exception is
that the spatial correlation between an event in the server room and
any other event is at least 0.5, since the air conditioning equipment
in the entire building can be controlled in the server room.
Temporal Correlation between Events. Temporal correlation
evaluates the closeness of their time durations using Pareto distribution with zero tail, which gradually approaches zero when the
value of the random variable increases. Depending on the object
category, we may consider the overlapping duration of two events
or the starting time difference. For example, for two sensor events
with causal relationships, the resulting event is not possible to occur
much later than the cause. Therefore, the difference of starting times
is more important.In this case, temporal correlation is formulated as

if ∆T ≤ Tmin
1,
ρT = (Tmin /∆T )βT , if Tmin < ∆T < Tmax
(3)

0,
otherwise
where ∆T is the difference of starting times between two events,
Tmin , Tmax , and βT are three user-specified parameters to determine
two events are fully related or completely irrelevant, respectively.
For two movement events, we consider the overlapping duration to
be more important
 and formulate temporal correlation as
1,
if To ≥ Tmax


βT
To −Tmin
ρT =
(4)
, if Tmin < To < Tmax
Tmax −Tmin


0,
otherwise
where To is the length of overlapping duration, and Tmin , Tmax , and
βT are user-specified parameters.
Categorical Correlation between Events. Categorical correlation evaluates whether the objects of two events are similar given by
the user-specified domain knowledge. Similar to spatial correlation,
we assign different weights to different levels of category. For example, sensor objects and movement objects are the two categories
at the highest level. Sensor objects can be further be partitioned
into heating-related, air circulation-related, and power-related, and
movement objects (employees) can further be grouped by their departments.
Historical Correlation between Events. The historical correlation can be considered as a supplement to the categorical correlations,
capturing the latent relationships between objects. The historical
correlation of two objects aggregates the correlation between all
related events in the historical records. The exact definition relies on
the specific data being processed.
For the facility monitoring, we compute the historical correlation
between two sensor objects and two movement objects differently.
For two sensor objects, it is critical to reveal the causal relationship
between their corresponding events. If the events of one object
frequently result in the events of another object, we consider that the
two objects are closely related and have high historical correlation.
The causal relationship between two events is measured by the cross
correlation of their corresponding value series
(vi (τ) − v¯i )(v j (τ + τ 0 ) − v¯j )
1
ρcc (Φi , Φ j ) = max
k
k, (5)
∑
σvi σv j
τ 0 ∈Tcc |ti | τ∈t
i
where τ is an offset applied to vi in the duration ti of event Φi , τ 0

is an offset applied to v j in a user-specified range Tcc , and v¯i , v¯j ,
σvi and σv j are the averages and standard deviations of vi and v j ,
respectively. In our implementation, we use [-1 hour, 1 hour] for Tcc .
The historical correlation of two objects oi and o j over a historical
period T is given by the maximum cross correlation between their
corresponding events
γ(oi , o j , T ) =
max
ρcc (Φa , Φb ),
(6)
Φa ∈Φ(oi ,T),Φb ∈Φ(o j ,T)

where Φ(oi , T) and Φ(o j , T) are all events related to objects oi and
o j , respectively, in the period T.
For two movement objects, their coincidence in the same region
is a more important factor. In this case, the historical correlation of
two movement objects oi and o j over a historical period T is given
by the summation of overlapping durations of their corresponding
events weighed by their spatial correlation
γ(oi , o j , T) =
ρS (Φa , Φb )kta ∩ tb k.
(7)
∑
Φa ∈Φ(oi ,T),Φb ∈Φ(o j ,T)

The spatial correlation is involved to emphasize the periods that two
objects stay close to each other.
Fusing of multifaceted correlations to HOCG. Multiple fusing
functions are provided to allow users to focus on different aspects of
correlation. A uniform
fusing
(

ρS + ρT + ρC , if ρS 6= 0 and ρT 6= 0
(8)
0,
otherwise
is the summation of spatial, temporal, and categorical correlations
when both the spatial and temporal correlations are not zero. To
emphasize the impact of time, a time-critical fusing is provided by
multiplying the resulting correlation of general fusing by temporal
correlation to some degree, i.e., ρT F = ρTPT ρF , where PT is a userdefined parameter. Similarly, space-critical, object-category critical,
and space-time critical fusing can be achieved through multiplying
the uniform fusing result by the respective correlations.
ρF =

4.4

Anomaly Score Propagation

To tackle the problem P3 in Section 3.1 and fulfill the requirement
R3 in Section 3.2, we need to raise the anomaly scores for: 1)
events that are closely related to high anomalous ones for root cause
analysis; and, 2) multiple strongly interrelated anomalous events for
collective anomaly detection. To this end, we leverage the random
walk with restart on the historical correlation graph to propagate the
anomaly scores from the point anomalies to other events.
Historical correlation graph construction. This graph is directed, where each node is an object, and each edge is associated
with a relative anomaly score A(oi |o j ) indicating the probability of
object oi being anomalous given that object o j is abnormal. We
formulate this relative anomaly score as the historical correlation
between o j and oi divided by the total historical correlation between
oi and any object in the historical period T
γ(o j , oi , T)
A(o j |oi ) =
.
(9)
∑ok ∈O γ(ok , oi , T)
where O denotes all objects in T. In this construction, the network
is not symmetric, i.e., A(oi |o j ) 6= A(o j |oi ). For example, if oi only
relates to o j in the historical period T , we consider o j is likely to be
the cause of oi . Therefore, the value of A(o j |oi ) should be large. On
the other hand, if o j relates to many objects other than oi , the value
of A(oi |o j ) will be small, so that oi will not become an anomalous
even if o j is detected as a point anomaly.
Propagation on HOCG. The propagation starts from the detected anomalies Oa on the historical correlation graph. At each
iteration, the random walk updates the anomaly score of each object based on the anomaly scores of its neighbors and their relative
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nodes in the HOCG visualization. On each reconstructed anomaly
interval, we compute its anomaly score by a function α(Φk ) over all
point anomaly scores in this interval. By default, we apply the max
function to reveal the most notable anomaly
α(Φk ) = max (α(Φ1 ), · · · , α(Φ j )).
(11)
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Figure 3: Merging of events and event correlations over time.

anomaly score.
( This procedure can be formulated as
Aτ (oi ) =

(1 − α)NAτ−1 (oi ),
oi ∈
/ Oa
(1 − α)NAτ−1 (oi ) + αRSτ−1 (oi ), oi ∈ Oa
τ−1

where NA

(oi ) =

∑

τ−1

A(oi |o j )A

(10)

(o j ),

o j ∈N(oi )

RSτ−1 (oi ) =

∑

Aτ−1 (oi |o j ),

ok ∈Oa

where τ is the current iteration number, N(oi ) is the neighbors of
oi , and α is damping factor. We can consider NAτ−1 (oi ) to be the
weighted anomaly scores from neighbors and RSτ−1 (oi ) to be the
restart values. The initial anomaly scores A0 (oi ) are the original
anomaly scores computed in the point anomaly detection stage.
4.5

Visual Abstraction on HOCG

The original HOCG may contains tens of thousands of nodes
(events), which is impractical to visualize and analyze.
Filtering of HOCG. We provide a filtering scheme that allows
users to specify a time period T to generate a dynamic HOCG
H(T) of the original HOCG H. The filtering starts from selecting
the events whose corresponding time falls into the period T, i.e.,
{Φi |ti ∈ T}, and the edges between these events. In addition, to allow
users to focus on anomaly analysis, a threshold of anomaly score
is provided to filter the events according to their anomaly scores.
The isolated events will be removed as well. However, showing
only the anomalies in period T may not lead to the root cause of
these anomalies. Therefore, we augment the dynamic HOCG H(T)
to further include the events closely related to at least one of the
selected events. An event Φi is considered to be closely related to
another event Φ j , if one of the following two criteria is fulfilled:
first, the fused correlation ρ(Φi , Φ j ) is larger than a user-specified
correlation threshold; second, the historical correlation between their
corresponding objects γ(oi , o j , T0 ) in the historical period T0 before
T is large. The former criterion is used to discover the explicitly
connected events and form collective anomalies, and the latter one
is used to identify the hidden anomalies whose relationships to the
detected ones are not directly available from spatial and temporal
closeness or domain knowledge.
Object-centric abstraction. After filtering by anomaly score
and time period, a relevant HOCG can be obtained for visualization.
Yet, in some cases, the remaining graph is still large in size and
complex in structure. To provide users a feasible overview, we
propose to visually abstract HOCG according to the host object of
each event.
Specifically, on each object oi , we have retrieved a list of events
{Φ j } that matches the time and anomaly filtering criteria. These
events are first merged together over time to form several continuous
anomaly intervals, as shown in Figure 3. The merging rule is to
combine every pair of consecutive anomalies if they are back to
back in the timeline. To maintain consistency, we further cut each
interval at time points when the object’s value changes. The final
anomaly intervals are denoted as {Φk }, which are represented as

Among these abstracted nodes, i.e., object-centric anomaly intervals, we form object-level links by aggregating the event-level
correlations. As shown in Figure 3, the correlation between two
events will be merged into the object-level correlation with two endpoint intervals covering each event in the low-level correlation. By
default, the max function is also used to compute the object-level
correlation score from their low-level components.
Over the visual abstraction of HOCG, we also support multiple
methods to drill-down to its low-level events and correlations, which
will be described in Section 5.
5 V ISUALIZATION
We implement a web-based visualization interface of HOCG, as
shown in Figure 1. For more detail, please refer to the video
demonstration at http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/˜shil/video/HOCG_
PacificVis.mp4. It is composed of four views: the correlation
graph view (Figure 1(c)) that displays the HOCG structure for
static anomaly analysis within a certain time window; the double
overview+detail timeline selectors (Figure 1(a)) that filter HOCG
by sliding the two time windows and empower dynamic analysis
on collective anomalies; the event view (Figure 1(d)) that shows
the anomaly score time series of one node and helps to examine the
root cause of anomalies on that node; and the anomaly detail view
(Figure 1(e)(f)(g)) that visually explains the source of each point
anomaly and their causal relationships.
5.1 Design Principle
We follow three principles in designing the interface, for the same
goal to optimize the visual analysis process on collective anomalies:
• From macro to micro: The central idea of this work is to detect,
analyze and reason collective anomaly from large amount of
low-risk point anomalies. Therefore, it is important to present
an overview map of point anomalies first so that users can zoom
(on the time axis) and filter (by anomaly and correlation levels)
to access the details. Essentially this resembles Shneiderman’s
visual information seeking mantra [28].
• From static to dynamic: On analyzing collective anomalies,
both static and dynamic patterns are critical. The static pattern
reveals relationship among point anomalies, and the dynamic
pattern illustrates their formation and evolution over time. In
fact, there is an inherent paradigm in users’ analysis process:
we observe the static relationship first, and then proceed to
discover how it forms, and reason why it develops. Based on
this paradigm, the dynamic visualization is built over static
views in fixed time windows.
• Building the reasoning path: The ultimate goal of our technique is to analyze the root cause of a certain fatal anomaly
or failure. This means detecting a primary anomaly path from
the fatal anomaly back to the potential root cause. The visualization is therefore designed to help completing this task.
We have introduced the interaction to manually inspect point
anomalies and the path-based correlation to connect the dots
among verified point anomalies.
5.2 Timeline Selectors View
Both point and collective anomalies evolve over time. Therefore, it is important to visualize the dynamics of HOCG to understand the development of anomalies. In our work, we propose
an overview+detail design to filter the HOCG according to the selected time window. As shown in the top row of Figure 1(a), a first
overview chart is displayed to represent the time series of the number

5.4

Figure 4: Wedge-based metaphor design: (a) The node composed of
multiple anomaly wedges, each wedge corresponds to a time interval
having the same anomaly score on this node ; (b) When users hover
one wedge on an object, the wedges having correlations with it on the
other objects will be highlighted.

of anomalous events above the current anomaly threshold. Users
can get a full picture of what is happening on the entire timeline.
On the first overview chart, a selection window can be adjusted to
specify the detailed time window to examine.
In the bottom row of Figure 1(a), the detailed time window selected in the top row is expanded. To conduct a finer-grained time
series analysis, users can choose to select a subset of the currently
selected time window, and the HOCG in Figure 1(c) will be filtered
to nodes and edges on this subset of time. This double filtering
design allows to drill-down to very small time window when some
critical anomalies fill in.
5.3

Correlation Graph View

At the center of the interface, as shown in Figure 1(c), the correlation
graph view visualizes HOCG as a node-link graph. Each node in
the graph represents an object (sensor variable, person, execution of
program) that is anomalous in the selected time window, and each
edge between two nodes represents their directed relationship from
the multifaceted correlation. We employ the stress majorization
algorithm implemented in the GraphViz package [11] to compute
the layout of HOCG.
For each node, we design a wedge-based metaphor to visualize
the anomaly score time series on this object. As shown in Figure
4(a), the visual metaphor is composed of an icon in the center, a
filled ring surrounding the icon, and multiple wedges in the outermost ring. The icon in the center represents the node type. For
example, the sensor variable is represented by a camera icon, and
the person is represented by a people icon. On the surrounding ring,
the luminosity of the filled color in the HSL color space indicates
the average anomaly score of the object in the selected time window.
A larger anomaly score will be displayed in a darker color, thus
more noticeable in the visualization. In the outermost ring, each
wedge corresponds to an time interval having the same anomaly
score. The starting position of each wedge indicates the beginning
time of the interval within the selected time window. The radian
of each wedge indicates the length of this anomalous time interval.
The entire outermost ring corresponds to the whole time window
selected in Figure 1(a). In this way, we can interpret the node as
a clock with the earliest time mapped to the 12AM position. The
wedges are spatially placed on the clock to visualize the temporal
distribution of anomalies. The fill color luminosity of each wedge
indicates the anomaly score of the time interval, using the same
color mapping as the inner ring.
For each edge, the solid edge style indicates the regular high-order
relationship computed in Section 4.3; while the dashed edge style
indicates extended relationship from the anomaly score propagation
(Section 4.4). The edge thickness indicates the fused correlation
score. Each edge is directed by comparing the anomalous time
interval of the two connecting nodes. By the visual abstraction in
Section 4.5, the node with an earlier time interval will point to the
other node with a latter time interval. There is also cases that two
nodes have bidirectional relationship. To visually represent these
edges, we draw curved edges to distinguish the edge direction.

Event View

On the correlation graph view (Figure 1(c)), users can drill down
to each node by a single-click. The anomaly score time series of
the clicked node will then be displayed as bar charts in the event
view, as shown by the top row in Figure 1(d). To reason about the
root cause of anomalies, users can click on another related node
that contributes to the anomaly of the previous node. Then another
row is added on the bottom with its anomaly bars linked back to
the previous anomalies, thus forming a reasoning path. When users
click on a new node unrelated to the existing reasoning path, another
tab will be opened to show the new path for the root cause analysis.
5.5 Detail View
On the event view (Figure 1(d)), users can further drill down to examine each point anomaly event. It starts with selecting a time point
on the anomaly time series of the event view. The corresponding
event is then displayed in the detail view on the right part of the interface (Figure 1(e)-(g)). Figure 1(e) shows a scatterplot of all events
related to the selected one. The distance between two dots preserves
the similarity between the corresponding events. The selected event
will be drawn in red. The events known to be normal will be drawn
in blue. Other events are drawn in grey. This scatterplot visually
explains why the selected event is anomalous by illustrating how
it behaves as an outlier in the distribution. In other words, this is
a visual interpretation of our point anomaly detection algorithm.
Below the projection view, the raw data value of the selected event
is displayed. For the sensor data in facility monitoring scenario, we
show a time series of 36 data measurements surrounding the selected
event (Figure 1(e)), which also compose the vector used in the projection. In addition, the location of the selected event is displayed in
Figure 1(g). Note that for different data types, the design of detail
view can be customized. For the movement data, we turn to depict
the histogram of the selected persons’ spatial distributions, as well
as the other distributions under comparison.
5.6 Interaction
In terms of interaction, HOCG supports most basic interactions,
including zoom&pan, node drag&drop, neighborhood highlight,
etc. Specially, when users select one wedge by a mouse hover
action in Figure 1(c), this wedge and all the other wedges having
direct correlation will be highlighted, as shown in Figure 4(b). In
addition, we also introduce three advanced interactions for the visual
analysis of collective anomalies. The first is the network-based
HOCG filtering. The original HOCG can have a huge amount of
nodes/edges, whose visual complexity hampers the analysis. As
shown in Figure 1(b), we build node and edge filters that allow users
to access point anomalies and relationships over a certain anomaly
threshold and correlation score. Note that the filters are arranged by
node type (e.g., movement, sensor) and edge type (e.g., mhFilter,
according to the node type of two endpoints). The other two network
interactions are time-based filtering for dynamic anomaly analysis
(Section 5.2) and node/edge detail accessing for root cause analysis
(Section 5.4).
6
6.1

C ASE S TUDIES
Facility Monitoring

We first present our analysis of the facility monitoring scenario
released by IEEE VAST Challenge 2016 (VC16) [1]. VC16 data
set contains two weeks of operation data in a building with three
floors. Each floor is divided into multiple zones, where two types
of data are collected: the movement data of employees and the
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) data. The HVAC
data was generated by sensors every five minutes, recording the
environmental conditions, such as temperature, concentration level
of carbon dioxide and other chemicals, and the heating and cooling
system status, such temperature set points and damper positions.
The movement data recorded the locations of the employees. The

(a)

(b)
Figure 7: The anomaly score time series (a) between PYoung1 and
PYoung2 and (b) between PYoung1 and LBennett1.
Figure 5: The dynamic HOCG of movement anomalies in two weeks.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: The dynamic HOCG of HVAC anomalies in two weeks. (a)
all anomalies after filtering with a zoom-in view. (b) the anomaly time
series of three sensors in F3Z1.

employees were required to carry a proximity card. The proximity
card readers in each zone would generate a record with the proximity
card ID, time, and the zone being entered when a proximity card
moves from one zone to another. A mail delivery robot moving in
the building would also generate records of the nearby proximity
cards. During the time of the data set, suspicious activities were
conducted in the building. Detecting, analyzing, and reasoning these
activities is the major task of the challenge. For convenience, we
denote zone i on floor j as F jZi.
We first investigate the suspicious employees over the entire two
weeks. We filter the HOCG to remove all the HVAC anomalies
from display and only show the employees with moderately high
anomaly scores. We also enable the propagation of anomaly scores
on the graph to identify the hidden anomalies of employees. The
resulting correlation graph is shown in Figure 5. It is obvious that
three employees (RMieshaber1, MBramar1, and PYoung1) have
more connections to others. By investigating their anomaly details,
we discover that PYoung1 is especially suspicious for two reasons.
First, his anomaly score time series show a significantly larger spike
on June 2, which is not found for the other two employees. Second,
two anomalous event related to him last for almost the entire day
of June 8 and 10. By selecting June 8 for detail exploration, the
histogram of PYoung1’s movement is compared to the histogram of
all other employees from the same department and the histogram
of his own movement on other days. The behavior of PYoung1 is
different from others as he mostly stays in one zone for the entire day.
In addition, we find that the normal employee PYoung2 is identified
by his connection to PYoung1. This indicates that two active cards
of PYoung exist at the same time, which is also suspicious.
We then study the connectivity pattern of anomalous HVAC
events. Due to the dense connectivity among HVAC events, we
only show the anomalies with high correlation scores. The resulting

HOCG is shown in Figure 6(a). Four closely related anomalies
(highlighted in the red circle) are noticeable as these nodes have
more and wider wedges, indicating significantly longer duration of
anomaly. By zooming into the specific region of the graph, we can
observe that the four anomalies correspond to four sensors in F3Z1:
namely, the heating set point, cooling set point, water temperature,
and air temperature, as highlighted in the red rectangle of Figure
6(a). The four sensors are interconnected, with edges pointing in
both directions. The only exception is that no connection is found
between the heating set point and cooling set point. We select the
heating set point, water temperature, and air temperature for detail
exploration. In the detail panel, the anomaly score time series show
that the air temperature and water temperature connect to each other
more frequently than the heating set point. Similar patterns can be
observed for other connected components in the graph, with each
connected component corresponding to temperature sensors in the
same room. This indicates that the suspicious activities are likely to
relate to the temperature control system.
After identifying suspicious employees and sensors, we start to
investigate each individual event. We first pick the day of June 2 for
exploration, when the largest spike of the anomaly score of PYoung1
is found. We display both the employees and sensors to reveal their
connections. The resulting dynamic HOCG is shown in Figure 1 (c).
It is obvious that PYoung1 is at the center of the graph leading to
most of the HVAC anomalies and his anomaly score propagates to
five employee anomalies. The two highly suspicious sensors (the
air temperature and water temperature) in F3Z1 are shown in this
graph and connected to PYoung1. We specify the water temperature
to study its relationship to PYoung1. In the detail panel, the anomaly
score time series show that after the short appearance of PYoung1’s
anomalous activity, the anomaly of the water temperature in F3Z1
starts. By selecting this anomaly, we find a steep rise of the water
temperature in F3Z1 (the red curve in the line graph), which is
different from the same sensors in other zones (the blue curves).
Exploring the other HVAC anomalies shows similar relationship
between them and PYoung1, indicating PYoung1 is likely to be the
cause of all HVAC anomalies on June 2.
In Figure 1(c), we also find that five employees with normal
movement patterns are identified through PYoung1. The largest
correlation is between PYoung1 and PYoung2, indicated by the
thickness of the edge between them. This is simply due to the large
categorical correlation as they belong to the same employee. The
second largest is found between PYoung1 and LBennett1, which is
also much higher than the correlation between PYoung1 and the others. In Figure 7, we find that PYoung1 and PYoung2 do not exhibit
any strong spatial-temporal correlations during the entire two weeks,
but almost every single appearance of PYoung1 is accompanied by
LBennett1, except for June 2. PYoung1’s record on June 2 is only
found for a short period resulting into small temporal correlation. In
addition, in Figure 5, the longest bin of the histogram shows that
PYoung1 spends almost the entire day of June 8 in F2Z7, where
LBennett1’s office locates. This suggests that PYoung1 is closely
related to LBennett1. The second longest bin of this histogram indicates that PYoung1 visits F3Z7, where the HVAC control room
locates, on the same day. The anomaly score time series of PYoung1

that is known to have certain security vulnerabilities. Such software
vulnerabilities can lead to a fatal crash at runtime, and if compromised by malicious attacks, can even be hijacked to execute any
code on the host machine. The traditional software analysis is based
on the source code inspection [13, 25, 31] because the runtime analytics of software can evolve billions of executions per second and
generate a huge volume of monitoring data. Analyzing such big data
and detecting collective anomaly is analogous to finding a needle in
the haystack, which poses great challenges to the community.

(a) Overview

In this scenario, the raw data are the runtime monitoring data of
software executions. Each line of data corresponds to an execution of
one line of code in assembly language with the following attributes:
“id” is the execution sequence; “eip addr” is the address of this line
of code; “op vals” are operator values; “src ids” and “dst ids” are
related executions that affect or are affected by this execution.
For this data set, we construct HOCG by treating each line of
code as a node, each execution of the code as an event, and the data
flow between executions as the correlation link. The point anomaly
on events is detected by the algorithm in Section 4.2. The same
software is executed twice. In the first time, no compromise of the
security vulnerability is conducted, and the execution data are used
as the normal profile; in the second time, the software vulnerability
is triggered and the execution data are used to construct HOCG.

(b) Detail
Figure 8: Software analysis case study: (a) the initial HOCG view with
a smaller time window close to the crash point selected; (b) zooming
out to a large time window for the root cause analysis.

show that he visits the control room each time before the HVAC
anomalies. Inspecting the anomaly time series of PYoung1 and
LBennett1, we find that LBennett1 never moves during the activities
of PYoung1. Therefore, we suspect that LBennett1 may use the card
of PYoung1 for suspicious activities in controlling the temperature
of the building while leaving her own card in the office.
We invite a domain expert who had been analyzing this data for
several months to evaluate our system. Generally, the expert stated
that our system provided an effective and efficient way to explore the
VC16 data. He found that the interface was intuitive as he only need
the minimum amount of guidance to learn the tool. He commented
that both the histograms displayed on the time selectors and the
anomaly score time series in the detail panel are helpful for users to
quickly narrow down to a specific time for exploration. He further
stated that the ability of discovering hidden anomalies from the
detected one was especially effective. Together with the connections
on the anomaly score time series, users can easily distinguish the
frequently interacting objects from the occasionally connected ones.
In addition, the expert commented that the histograms and floor maps
in the detail panel provide useful information to verify the findings
in the correlation graph. The expert pointed out some possible
improvements as well. He stated that it would be beneficial to filter
the objects in the dynamic HOCG according to a user-specified
object. In that way, users can focus on one anomaly and analyze its
relationships to others, so that its impact and cause can be identified
more easily. He also suggested that we might allow users to specify
a zone to explore so that the dynamic HOCG could be further filtered
to show anomalies related to that zone.
6.2

Software Analysis

In another case, we deploy the HOCG to detect collective anomalies
in software runtime executions. We consider the desktop software

The initial overview of HOCG is shown as Figure 8(a). The
entire data set contains 6 million lines of executions and we load
the last 400,000 lines close to the crash point of the software. We
first examine the timeline overview panel in the top row of Figure
8(a). It is clear that there is a surge in the number of point anomalies
close to the final crash point. We then select a small time window
(about 8000 cycles) to examine the context at the crash point. The
HOCG at this window is visualized in the correlation graph view
of Figure 8(a). In this graph, most anomalies are shown to happen
very recently, as indicated by the last wedges on these nodes. Only
the node representing the line of code at 0x4011da (eip) behaves
anomalously in a continuous manner, as indicated by much more
wedges on the node than others. To drill-down to details, we click
on this node (eip: 0x4011da) to expand its anomaly stack over time.
The bottom row in Figure 8(a) shows regular anomaly pattern with
a fixed cycle. We proceed to check the other nodes connected to
it. There are two such nodes: eip: 0x401201 and eip: 0x4011e3.
When clicking to expand the anomaly stack, we find that the node of
0x401201, as shown by the row on top of 0x4011da, contains only
one anomalous event at the end of the timeline. We can conclude
that 0x401201 is the line of code leading to the fatal crash, and
0x4011da behaves as the direct source of this crash.
To further detect the root cause of this crash, we select a larger
time window of 200,000 cycles. The corresponding HOCG is depicted in Figure 8(b). The relationship among 0x4011da, 0x401201,
and 0x4011e3 is unchanged. By expanding their anomaly stack
again, it is found that the line of code 0x4011da has triggered regular
anomalies on 0x4011e3 for a long time, before leading to the crash
by the code at 0x401201. We bring the findings to work with a
source code analysis expert together. Based on our result, we are
able to restore the scene of this software crash. A brief description is illustrated in Figure 9. Initially, the code at 0x401201 and
0x4011e3 (both “mov” instructions) are not related, though their
read/write memory address is close to each other. After an abnormal I/O operation, in fact an invalid external user input, the line of
code at 0x4011da starts to move an overlong string to its destination memory address. Then the operator of the code at 0x4011e3
gets overflown and it begins to run anomalously. The code line at
0x4011da continues to overflow at its destination memory address to
write the overlong input string, until the function address of the “call”
instruction at 0x401201 gets overflown. This leads to the irreversible,
fatal software crash.

Normal I/O

eip: 0x4011da
mov
[ebp+edx-0x80] cl

eip: 0x4011e3
mov eax
[ebp- 0x70]

STRING

Operators

eip: 0x4011da
mov
[ebp+edx-0x80] cl

eip: 0x4011e3
mov eax
[ebp- 0x70]

FuncAddr

(a)
Abnormal I/O

Call dword
[ebp-0x6c]
eip: 0x401201

Crash!
Contaminated
FuncAddr

SUPERLONG STRING
OVERFLOWN

Call dword
[ebp-0x6c]
eip: 0x401201

(b)

Figure 9: The illustration of compromised software vulnerabilities: (a)
normal case; (b) under malicious external input.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we describe a visual analytic framework based on the
high-order correlation graph to detect, analyze, and reason collective
anomalies. HOCG captures the multifaceted relationships in heterogeneous types of objects and events. It can generalize to various
kinds of applications by providing domain-specific anomaly detection methods. By leveraging the random walk method, the anomaly
scores of events can be propagated from the detected ones to the
others, in order to identify the collective anomalies. In addition, we
design an interactive interface that allows the flexible exploration
of detected anomalies and their multifaceted relationships. Users
can drill down to the raw data in the detail view to validate their
discoveries. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the HOCG concept
and the visualization system with two real-world applications.
In the future, we plan to extend our current system in the following ways. First, we will develop a node aggregation scheme to
reduce visual clutter and provide high-level information. Second,
we will leverage belief propagation to incorporate our point anomaly
detection and anomaly score propagation in a unified framework.
Messages will be passed between nodes in the HOCG to identify
point anomalies and collective anomalies simultaneously. Third,
as suggested by the domain expert (refer to Section 6.1), we will
provide an egocentric exploration scheme that focuses on the relationships between a user-specified object and others.
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